
Trust. Growth. Solutions.



Successful corporate, institutional, and non-profit executives understand the importance of an 

effective Washington presence. They know that nearly every day, new laws and regulations are 

implemented in Washington that impact their bottom line. Without an effective response to these

challenges, their organizations are at a competitive disadvantage. 

Potomac Strategic Development (“PSD”) provides bipartisan solutions to challenges involving 

Federal and state government marketing, advocacy, appropriations, regulatory affairs, 

communications and business development. We identify multiple approaches and opportunities for

clients to interact with Federal entities based on a meticulous analysis of their goals and priorities. 

PSD has a team of highly seasoned and successful government and industry professionals. Our 

cumulative experience in the Federal, local, and state advocacy field, as well as domestic and 

international business development, is a key factor in achieving consistent successes for our clients.

PSD doesn't just provide advice and services; we become a member of your team.

Without relying on a single strategy

or uniform approach, we formulate

and execute strategies from begin-

ning-to-end by identifying effective

strategies that match our clients’

unique capabilities.
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Industry and Business Development

Successful executives understand that the only constant factor in business is change. Businesses

cannot grow without strategic development in new markets or strategic expansion in existing mar-

kets. The effective use of information, reputation, and key relationships provides a blueprint for

growth.

The U.S. Gross Domestic Product is over $14 trillion. What emerging market is a good fit for your

company’s activities? How can you stay ahead of your competitors? With a budget of $3.552 trillion

in FY 2010, the U.S. Federal Government is the Fortune One Company and a good source for growth

opportunities. Potomac Strategic Development (“PSD”) creates new opportunities and offer creative

direction with Federal contracting options for your company. We will also set you apart from your

competitors in government relations and contracting markets.

PSD does not just work with our customers on the phone or from behind a desk, it becomes an in-

tegral part of your team with on-site visits and personal collaboration to ensure goals are clear and

communication is solid. Growth strategies are developed through the enlistment and collaboration

of industry experts in a myriad of industry areas. PSD’s team has a formidable record of successful

precedents in government funding and procurement in areas such as technology, energy, infrastruc-

ture, defense, research, and travel.

For an organization considering an international presence, the PSD team develops comprehensive

strategies to assist in expansion. We build upon relationships with public officials and private sector

organizations to resolve issues and create funding opportunities for our clients.



Education & Non-Profit Institutions

For decades, only a handful of education and non-profit institutions were selected by the Federal

government to receive funding to meet their infrastructure or programmatic needs. Today, Congress

has broadened this opportunity to hundreds of other institutions that provide a persuasive “world-

improving” message for their activities. Potomac Strategic Development (“PSD”) helps institutions

grow through an aggressive approach to development planning, as well as building governmental

and institution to institution partnerships. 

Potomac Strategic’s principals understand the unique aspects of each education and non-profit in-

stitution we serve, and that there is no cookie cutter approach to success. We take the time to learn

about your mission as well as your goals as we determine the most effective approach for long-term

success at the Federal, State, and community level.



Energy, Water & Infrastructure

The United States is in the midst of ongoing energy challenges, water shortages and deteriorating

infrastructure.  These issues have weakened our domestic political and economic situation, and

threaten our very position as the leader of the Free World. 

For example, the National Energy Report of 2001 – although nearly a decade old, it still holds true

– states, “A fundamental imbalance between supply and demand defines our energy crisis. The 

imbalance, if allowed to continue, will inevitably undermine our economy, our standard of living

and our national security." Increased worldwide demand, coupled with diminished production,

clearly proclaims the days of cheap energy are gone. 

Potomac Strategic Development (“PSD’) can identify funding sources and other advantageous 

circumstances to promote infrastructure projects, water solutions and energy-efficient technologies.

PSD identifies aggressive strategies to cultivate strategic partners among the Federal, state and 

local entities, associations, education and non-profit institutions, and through business-to-business

activities. Communities and associations must also cope with the changing environment in order to

address their budgetary needs. This is why PSD is committed to helping these organizations identify

favorable environments for funding. We can also promote their message on a public forum, whether

to change the law or the public’s perception. 



Healthcare

Both the private and public healthcare sectors are under extreme pressure. Health insurance 

premiums are rising at double-digit rates, prescription drug costs are skyrocketing, and cost control

measures intended to save the healthcare system have failed. Bringing new products to market 

involves a long and arduous approval process, adding costs and slowing patient availability. 

Government programs are facing major changes with Medicare prescription drug legislation, 

including new private health plan structures, provider payment issues, and funding strains. Federal

tax policy and state regulation of health insurance create market distortions, important factors 

contributing to the large number of Americans without health insurance coverage. It remains to 

be determined the range of effects that recent reforms in the health insurance sector will have on

corporate America. Finally, bio-terrorism and other infrastructure threats have an impact on all

healthcare sectors.

Potomac Strategic Development (“PSD”) will guide you through complex regulatory, 

reimbursement, financing, accreditation, and other public sector issues for hospitals and healthcare

systems, managed care programs, physicians, and other healthcare providers. Our team also has a

tremendous record of success in healthcare entrepreneurship by identifying suitable opportunities

for partnerships with government. We have achieved significant success on issues relating to

Medicare, Medicaid, healthcare research, biodefense, and other public healthcare matters.

PSD works closely with our healthcare clients, combining innovative approaches with a thorough

understanding of government programs, policies, and processes. We are dedicated to finding 

solutions for leaders on the cutting edge of the healthcare marketplace, and those who simply want

to provide better quality healthcare.



Defense & Homeland Security

National Security, both abroad and within our borders, continues to be a tremendous responsibility

for Federal agencies and officials. For years, Potomac Strategic Development (“PSD”) has integrated

government and industry resources for the development of more efficient, technically-advanced,

and robust systems to protect our borders, the U.S. War Fighter and First Responders. We provide

access to key officials in Congress, the Pentagon, Department of Homeland Security, and 

related agencies to develop new and improved capabilities through procurement and research 

and development in: materiel; communications; healthcare delivery; weapons systems; program 

accountability; biotechnology and nanotechnology.

Federal, state, and local agencies are constantly seeking the newest methods and technologies 

for their operations. PSD’s network of officials, researchers, and policymakers brings to your 

organization the credentials and relationships needed for your company. When working with the

Pentagon or Homeland Security, you must have complete command of the Defense authorization

and appropriations process, as well as first-hand knowledge of agency complexities. Our agency

and industry relationships have a profound effect on client success. To us, Defense and Homeland

Security are not just about business, they are essential to protecting our way of life.



Hispanic Outreach

The face of the country's demographics have shifted and corporate America wants to partner and

work with these vital multicultural markets. Potomac Strategic Development (“PSD”) is on the 

cutting edge of tapping the country's mushrooming emerging marketplace with specialized expertise,

knowledge and insight into the Latino and Asian communities and their world of news and 

information. We believe that key to reaching these markets successfully is to do so with culturally

appropriate messages and vehicles. It's not good enough or influential enough to simply translate

existing collateral or promotional materials and hope these materials will generate interest.

PSD’s partners Christina Sanchez and Robert Alaniz offer senior counsel and expertise to clients

who need assistance in reaching and influencing Latino communities. Together they have worked

on behalf of numerous clients wishing to reach this specialized market. As a former Univision 

Television executive, Christina designed, orchestrated and oversaw numerous successful media 

partnerships and client promotions with the nation's largest Spanish language television network.

While working on behalf of some of the world's largest public relations firms, Robert has worked

with numerous clients to reach the growing and influential Latino market. 

In addition, Michael Chee is PSD’s partner with expertise in reaching Chinese, Korean and 

Asian-Pacific Islander communities through community and media related strategies.

Together, our partners provide counsel to individuals and organizations needing communications

knowledge and finesse to reach distinct and target audiences. Our high-level and exclusive 

combination of public and government affairs, media know-how and ethnic market insight offer a

consulting resource that is rare in today's communications marketplace.



Financial Services & Tax Policy

Investment, access to capital, tax rates, insurance and housing policies are possibly the most complex

regulations and laws Congress and the Administration deal with every legislative week of the year.

In this sensitive time in our nation’s economic history, it is essential that organizations be concerned

about the impact on their industry. A delicate balance is needed between aggressive advocacy and

protecting your organization’s relationships with lawmakers and oversight agencies. Potomac 

Strategic Development’s (“PSD”) Financial Services is headed by a former Assistant Secretary 

for Congressional Affairs and benefits from solid relationships and trust by key officials in the 

Government.  

PSD is also considered a key resource for actionable intelligence and information on tax and financial

issues. When seeking guidance for short- and long-term decisions for your organization, PSD’s 

professionals can provide daily reports to you on big picture and nuance changes to financial and

tax policy.



Potomac Strategic Development

doesn't just provide advice and

services; we become a member

of your team.
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Potomac Strategic Development Co. LLC

101 Constitution Avenue, 9th Floor East Tower

Washington, DC 20001 

Phone: (202) 587-0735

www.potomacstrategic.com


